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Jump into the cockpit and  

take flight with Pilot books.  

Your journey will take you on 

high-energy adventures as you 

learn about all that is wild, 

weird, fascinating, and fun!
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 The kids want an afternoon break after a long day at 

school. They decide to rest on the couch and watch a 

cartoon. They flip through the channels and stop on a 

colorful show. SpongeBob SquarePants is on Nickelodeon! 

The kids sit back and enjoy watching SpongeBob and his 

friends in Bikini Bottom.

 Nickelodeon is an American cable television network 

that began in 1977. Many people shorten its name to Nick. 

The network is best known for its children’s programs. 

It delights viewers with shows such as the The Fairly 

OddParents and iCarly. Henry Danger, Game Shakers, and 

Sanjay and Craig are recent fan favorites. Nick also makes 

movies, online games, and apps. A big company called 

Viacom owns Nickelodeon. Its headquarters is in New 

York City. However, Nick’s programs are 

created in Burbank, California. Nick’s 

bright orange logo is recognized 

around the world. Today, the network 

ranks among the top entertainment 

brands for kids!

What Is Nickelodeon?



Nickelodeon Animation Studios
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1 
 minute record for 

longest sliming ever

more than 

158  
countries that air 

Nickelodeon

20 
 years in a row as the               

top-rated basic          
cable network

more than 
$12 billion 

in sales from SpongeBob 
SquarePants merchandise

more than 
100 million  

U.S. households with the 
Nickelodeon channel 

By the Numbers
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 A network called Pinwheel aired educational shows 

for children in 1977. Two years later, the network was 

renamed Nickelodeon. Soon, it began to air a popular 

comedy show called You Can’t Do That On Television. 

The show dumped green slime on people. This 

happened whenever someone said, “I don’t know.” 

Audiences loved the slime. Nick began to use it in other 

shows. It became the brand’s trademark!

A New Network 

The First Kids’ Network
1980s tagline
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Would You Eat That? 

Cottage cheese, vanilla pudding, 

and oatmeal have been used to 

make slime.

 The network’s slimy shows were successful. But it 

still had low ratings in the early 1980s. Nick began to air 

commercials in 1983 to earn money. It focused more on 

entertainment kids would enjoy. Game 

shows like Double Dare became very 

popular. These changes paid off. 

Nickelodeon soon became the 

top-rated children’s television 

station in the United States.

Double Dare



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
 

Buy:  http://www.ebooks2go.com 
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